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ERC20 TOKEN

WHAT IS AN ERC20 TOKEN?
ERC20 is a token (digital asset) that can represent anything —⁀for example, securities and loyalty
points. ERC20, the Ethereum token standard, is a technical standard used for smart contracts on the
Ethereum blockchain. When you create a token, it can be easily exchanged on the internet and
backed up with a digital asset.

ERC20 Ethereum tokens are built on ERC (Ethereum Request for Comments). This is a process
used in the Ethereum community to define and specify different standards. Once something is
defined as a standard and qualifies as an ERC, it becomes a standard across the platform.

ERC20 tokens exist on the Ethereum platform. Ethereum itself consists of blockchains that are
capable of storing transactions and a virtual machine (EVM) designed for running smart contracts.

Tokens live on the Ethereum blockchain. They benefit from its technology. Tokens are not
independent and rely on Ethereum’s blockchain and platform. The native currency on Ethereum
platform is Ether. Besides Ether, it can also support other tokens, which can work like currencies.
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LEAGUE COMPETITIONS

FIFA
The Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) was established behind the
headquarters of the Union des Sociétés Françaises de Sports Athlétiques (USFSA) on Rue
Saint Honoré 229 in Paris on May 21, 1904. Besides its worldwide institutions the re are six
confederations recognised by FIFA which oversee the game in the different continents and
regions of the world.

UEFA
The Union of European Football Associations (UEFA) was founded on 15 June 1954 in
Basel, Switzerland after consultation between the Italian, French, and Belgian
associations. UEFA is the administrative body for association football in Europe, although
several member states are primarily or entirely located in Asia. It is one of six continental
confederations of world football's go verning body FIFA.

UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE (UCL)
The UEFA Champions League is an annual continental club football competition organised
by the Union of European Football Associations (UEFA) and contested by top -division
European clubs. It is one of the most prestigious tournaments in the world and the most
prestigious club competition in European football, played by the national league
champions (and, for some nations, one or more runners -up) of the strongest UEFA
national associations.
Real Madrid is the most successful club in the competition's history, having won the
tournament 13 times, including its first five seasons. Spanish clubs have accumulated the
highest number of victories (18 wins), followed by England and Italy (12 wins apiece).
England has the largest number of winning teams, with five clubs having won the title. The
competition has been won by 22 clubs, 12 of which have won it more than once. The
reigning champions are Real Madrid, who secured their 13th title in the competition after
defeating Liverpool 3–1 in the 2018 final. Thus, they became the first team in the UEFA
Champions League era to win the title for three years in a row.

UEFA EUROPA LEAGUE
The UEFA Europa League is an annual football club competition organised by UEFA since
1971 for eligible European football clubs. Clubs qualify for the competition based on their
performance in their national leagues and cup competitions. It is the second -tier
competition of European club football, ranking below the UEFA Cha mpions League.
The UEFA Europa League has been won by 28 clubs, 12 of which have won the title more
than once. The most successful club in the competition is Sevilla, with five titles. The
current champions are Atlético Madrid, after defeating Marseille in the final to win the
2017–18 UEFA Europa League.
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LEAGUE COMPETITIONS
EPL(ENGLISH)
The Premier League is the organising body of the Premier League with responsibility for
the competition, its Rule Book and the centralised broadcast and other commercial rights.
However, we do not operate in isolation. We work proactively and constructively with our
Member Clubs and the other football authorities to improve the quality of football, both in
England and across the world. Each individual club is independent, working within the
rules of football, as defined by the Premier League, The FA, UEFA and FIFA, as well being
subject to English and European law.
On the 2017-2018 season, Manchester city are defending champions on 2017 -2018
season. Worverhampton wanderers, Cardiff city, and Fulham joined as the promoted clubs
from the 2017-2018 EFL Championship. They replaced West Browich Albion, Swansea
City and Stoke City who were relegated.

LALIGA (SPAIN)
The Primera División, commonly known as La Liga and as La Liga Santander for
sponsorship reasons with Santander is the top professional football division of the Spanish
football league system. Administered by the Liga Nacional de Fútbol Profesional (English:
National Professional Football League ), also known as the Liga de Fútbol Profesional
(LFP), La Liga is contested by 20 teams, with the three lowest -placed teams relegated to
the Segunda División and replaced by the top two teams in that division plus the winner of
a play-off.
62 teams have competed in La Liga since its inception. Nine teams have been crowned
champions, with Real Madrid winning the title a record 33 times and Barcelona 25 times.

SERIE A (ITALIA)
Serie A is a professional league competition for football clubs located at the top of the
Italian Football league system. It has been operating for over eighty years since the 1929 1930 season. It had been organized by Lega Calcio until 2010, when the Lega Serie A was
created for the 2010-2011 season.
Serie A is regarded as one of the best football leagu es in the world and it is often depicted
as the most tactical national league. Serie A was the world's second -strongest national
league in 2014 according to IFFHS, and has produced the highest number of European
Cup finalists: Italian clubs have reached th e final of the competition on a record 27
occasions, winning the title 12 times. Serie A is ranked third among European leagues
according to UEFA's league coefficient, behind La Liga, the Premier League and ahead of
the Bundesliga and the Ligue 1.
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INTRODUCTION

YLIFE is a company founded by a group of football fans and cryptocurrency. The majority of us
are one of the fans of football clubs on the European continent. Because of that love we
implement it through our unique and interesting ideas in YLIFE. Our goal in absolute terms is to
manage fairly in holding a healthy competition with our chain slogan "Supporters For YLife, YLife
For Supporters".
In accordance with our vision of being a Fair Management Fair Competition, our team will
continue to develop our management in a gradual and systematic manner in organizing healthy
competitions that are unique and easy for everyone to follow. And it is not impossible that we will
open a better plan for the future.
YLIFE tokens are committed to developing payment solutions for competition that is different from
other cyrptocurrency. This uses the ethereum blockchain protocol to achieve
transfer payments on the basis of peer to peer. Innovative technology, governance structures and
fair management provide YLIFE tokens with excellence more than other tokens. our team will
provide transparency for payment management, financial management, Code management and
competition operations and will maintain high standards honesty, ethical business conduct, and
compliance with laws, rules and regulations that apply to users.
Birth and the early stages of YLIFE have been strongly supported by the establishment members,
development team, competition experts, initial supporters. We would like to thank all those who
have made extraordinary contributions to development of YLIFE tokens.
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OUR VISION

YLIFE Foundation is committed to developing ylife with football supporters in the world, third
party services, developers and companies that together build a fair competition. The aim of the
YLIFE Foundation is to innovate football competition experiences in real life. The YLIFE
Foundation is a compatible ecosystem to develop, enhance and bridge all supporters in the world
in a united entity. In addition, YLIFE has planned to provide solutions to problems from regularly
competition operation.

Business Development:
The YLIFE Foundation will refer to fair management practices in operating regulated competitions
and choosing the right industry to implement YLIFE tokens in the business. In the future, YLIFE's
foundation will provide business partners with a solution to reduce transaction costs and get more
business development with a fair management.

Fair management Services
The YLIFE foundation will provide a transparency for fair management, and business practices,
and will maintain high standards of honesty, ethical business conduct and compliance with
applicable laws, rules, and regulations.
To further make the YLIFE a truly open source community, the YLIFE foundation will eventually
distribute 90% of the total YLIFE tokens to the All Supporters for business implementations,
competition implementations, marketing promotions and linkages between the real world and
blockchain world. The remaining 10% tokens will be allocated to the co-founder team, early
backers, consultants, and development team.
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TOKEN SPECIFICATIONS

Name Token

:

YlifeToken

Symbol

:

YLF

Decimal

:

8

Platform

:

Ethereum

Total Supply

:

8,000,000,000 YLF

Token Per ETH

:

12,500,000 YLF

Smart Contract
https://etherscan.io/token/0x97bc20fda3e38c1874db91283b4557bbcdebac46
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTIONS

50% ICO (Self Drop)
4 billion YLF will be contributed Self Drop to support the YLIFE TOKEN.

35% YLife Competition & Awards
2.8 billion YLF will be allocated as rewards for Reguler Competitions and Awards

5% Airdrop & Bounty Program
400 million YLF Tokens will be allocated as free airdrop to All Supporters.

10% Reserve Fund
This portion will be reserve and to provide liquidity to the market if required.
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YLIFE COMPETITION

YLIFE Competition is a competition held regular each week consisting of the best matches in
continental Europe. We use a system of parlay (a combined 6 match) with all the regulation
matches FULL TIME (90 minutes)
All supporters get join a regular competition and can also get a chance to win prizes YLIFE
AWARDS. There are no specific requirements for this regular competition, you only need a
minimum of 25,000 YLF token to be able to participate and celebrate his in the weekly
competition.
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YLIFE COMPETITION
Calculation the winners of the Competitions:

True Answer

Win YLF

Lose

0-3 Correct Answer

0%

100%

4 Correct Answer

50%

5 Correct Answer

125%

Perfect Answer

250% + Weekly Awards

0%

YLF deposited + ( YLF deposited * win % ) = The Total YLF that you will received

How to follow the competition:
a. joined the group a Telegram.
b. fill the form competition.
c. send a minimum of 25,000 YLF and a maximum of 1,000,000 YLF as a terms to
participate in this competition.
d. When you have completed the form competition, please check your account in a
spreadsheet is available on group telegram.
e. announcement and distribution of the weekly winner prizes and awards will be
announced on group telegram, 24 hours after the match as a whole is finished.
f. prohibited doing the cheating, if found cheating the operations we will declare your
participation is invalid.
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YLIFE AWARDS

ABOUT YLIFE AWARDS
Don't miss it, an award of YLIFE to get every week and 3 months period.
YLIFE AWARDS is an award to YLife supporters who are routinely held every week and every 3
months. Our weekly awards call it "Supporter of the Week" with a 5,000,000 YLF (0.4 ETH) prize
tokens, while every 3 months we call it "The Champions of YLIFE" with a big prize 90,000,000
YLF (7.2ETH) as the main prize.
We are committed to routinely managing YLIFE Awards according to the roadmap and the
schedule that we have planned. YLIFE Awards with Big Rewards total prize to supporters
winners.

YLIFE AWARDS

Supporter Of The Week

The Champions of Rank

(Weekly Awards)

(3 Month Awards)

Who is Participant?

All Supporters

The Winners

50 supporters

50 Supporters

Total Prize Tokens

5,000,000 YLF

90,000,000

SUPPORTERS OF THE WEEK
Weekly awards with little gift 5,000,000 YLF (0.4 ETH) prize tokens every week.
Supporters of The Week are awards for the best 50 supporters every week. The winner chosen is
each supporter who is able to answer perfectly in each weekly competition .
Finally, the winner will get 100,000 YLF is free for each winner with a total maximum of winner is
50 supporters. our operational teams choose a winner based on the perfect answer and in the
order of the fastest time of completing form competition (check in the spreadsheet)
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YLIFE AWARDS

CHAMPIONS OF YLIFE
This is an award every 3 months with a big prize 90,000,000 YLF (7.2 ETH) prize tokens
This award is a supporter award every 3 months edition. The selected winners are 25 supporters
with Top 25 of YLF holders and The Top 25 Rank of Weekly Awards.
1.
2.

The Top 25 Rankings of Weekly Awards Winners
The Top 25 Rankings of YlifeToken token holders.

CHAMPIONS OF WEEKLY AWARDS
(3 MONTH)
RANK
PRIZE
TOTAL
1–2
5,000,000 YLF
10,000,000 YLF
3–5
3,500,000 YLF
10,500,000 YLF
6 – 10
2,500,000 YLF
12,500,000 YLF
11 – 25
800,000 YLF
12,000,000 YLF
TOTAL PRIZE TOKEN

45,000,000 YLF

CHAMPIONS OF YLF HOLDERS
(3 MONTH)
RANK
PRIZE
TOTAL
1–2
5,000,000 YLF
10,000,000 YLF
3–5
3,500,000 YLF
10,500,000 YLF
6 – 10
1,500,000 YLF
12,500,000 YLF
11 - 25
800,000 YLF
12,000,000 YLF
TOTAL PRIZE TOKEN

45,000,000 YLF

More info: https://www.ylifetoken.com/competition
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ICO (SELF DROP)

Instant automated distribution after payment is reiceved.
More info: https://www.ylifetoken.com/selfdrop

SELFDROP #1
Date : 18th – 30th September
Send Minimum 0.01 ETH
to Contract Address

0x97bc20fda3e38c1874db91283b4557bbcdebac46
Gas : 80,0000
Gwei: 8 (Recommended)
Please check https://ethgasstation.info for real time information
Regarding to the gas price.

TOKEN PER ETH:
12.500.000 YLF

MINIMUM CONTRIBUTE:
0.01 ETH = 125.000 YLF

BONUS SPECIAL SELFDROP #1 :
At least 0.2 ETH to get bonus 10%
At least 1 ETH to get bonus 50%

** The remaining unsold tokens will be destroyed on 25 th October**
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YLIFE TEAM

Connect your account with our team on the LinkedIn.
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ROADMAP
The road map of YLIFE is a strategic plan that determines the purpose of this project or the the
desired outcome, and includes the main steps or milestone needed to achieve it.
This can give you an idea of the overall process, showing how our plans in the future, or ident ify
the moments of interaction between the user and YLife team. To archieve our shared goals, we
hope to all supporters to jointly develop YLife become better in the future.
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FUND USAGE

• 60% of funds raised by ICO will be used to pay listing fee to official YLF / ETH in the
top exchange (IDEX, HOTBIT, HITBTC, MERCATOX or BIBOX) including for system
operations and price maintenance, and for the main Giveaway ETH prize for
supporters, etc.

• 25% is used for brand building and operation promotion of the Ylife Corporation,
including ongoing promotion and popularization of Ylife for competition and the
blockchain industry.

• 15% is used for reserves and emergency funds for YLife Corporation to deal with
various emergencies.

We really appreciate any kind of support for
the growth of this project in the future
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STAY CONNECTED WITH US

Website : https://www.ylifetoken.com
Telegram : https://t.me/YLIFEOFFICIAL
Twitter: https://twitter.com/YLIFEOFFICIAL
Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/@YLIFEOFFICIAL
Etherscan : https://etherscan.io/token/0x97bc20fda3e38c1874db91283b4557bbcdebac46

Thank you for reading our whitepaper.
We really appreciate any kind of support for the growth of this project in the future .
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